
21ST ANNUAL 

OKANAGAN KNITTING 
RETREAT 2019 

  

MAY 24 - 26, 2019 
SORRENTO CENTRE 

SORRENTO, BC CANADA 
Since 1999, the Okanagan Knitting Retreat has attracted knitters of all 
levels, from those who have only recently mastered the art of knitting 
and purling to those who are designing their own patterns. The 
purpose of this retreat is to encourage, share and develop an 
independence and deeper appreciation for the knitting process. 

Registration Opens at 9:00 am PST Monday January 28, 2019 
(See details below) 



In the spirit of adventure and exploration, we have developed a flexible format for 

this years’ retreat, designed to appeal to a wide range of interests and skill levels.  

You will have the option to choose three out of five available workshop topics allowing 

for more exposure to new techniques and experiences. Each of our five instructors 

will teach three 3-hour sessions and classes will be limited to 12 participants unless 

otherwise indicated. 

Saturday May 25, 9:00 am - 12:00 noon   

Saturday May 25, 1:30 - 4:30 pm  

Sunday May 26, 9:00 am - 12:00 noon  

1. An Introduction to the Intriguing World of Cables - Kathy Chapman 

2. Getting Comfortable with Brioche - Myriam Dostert 

3. Knitting Nuts & Bolts - Anne Hearnden 

Saturday AM - Decreasing & Casting On 
Saturday PM - Increasing & Casting Off 
Sunday AM - Gauge/Mattress Stitch & Short Rows 

4. Dye Workshop: Hand Painting Yarn the Fun Way - Susan Chamberlain 

5. Knit a Sweater that Fits - Karla Lockwood 

This year’s retreat will once again feature optional Friday workshops: 

1. Short Rowing and Picking Up Stitches along Edges - Anne Hearnden 

2. Fixing Mistakes - Anne Hearnden 

3. Portuguese Knitting - Rebecca Henry 

********************************************************************************************************** 

Registration opens at 9:00 am Monday January 28, 2019, via the Sorrento Centre 

website at https://www.sorrentocentre.ca/conference-centre/okanagan-knitters. You will 

be able to pay by VISA or Mastercard. You will also receive immediate confirmation of 

your registration. 

You may also register by toll free phone at 1-866-694-2409 on this day and pay by 

credit card, transfer, cheque or money order. Registering by Canada Post or in person 

is also an option. For more information on Sorrento Centre https://

www.sorrentocentre.ca 
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Retreat Workshop Breakdown: 

1. An Introduction to the Intriguing World of Cables - Kathy Chapman 

Welcome to cables. In this class, you will be introduced to some basic cable 
principles.  

• twisted versus cabled 
• right and left leaning 
• 2, 4, 6 stitch cables 
• with and without a cable needle 
• reversible cable 
• different uses for cables 
• pros and cons of cabling 

You will see how they can be built and expanded. Who hasn’t admired a beautiful 
Aran style garment encrusted with cables. Join me for a little journey into the world 
of cables. 
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2. Getting Comfortable with Brioche - Myriam Dostert 

Saturday - Brioche: An Introduction 
On Saturday the same introductory class will be repeated morning and afternoon. This 
class is for participants who are either new to or feel intimidated by the brioche 
stitch. 

Sunday - Next Steps with Brioche 
The Sunday morning class will take our exploration of the brioche stitch a bit further. 
It will include working with two colours and learning to follow published patterns. 
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3. Knitting Nuts & Bolts - Anne Hearnden 

Saturday AM - Decreasing & Casting On 

Your pattern tells you to cast on, but what kind of cast on should you use? In this 
workshop we will try six different cast ons and discuss why and where we would use 
them. When your pattern asks you to decrease which decrease do you want to use? We 
will work with six different decreases looking at how they lay in your work and why 
and where we would use each decrease.  

Cast ons 
long tail, cable, knitted, backward loop, button hole, provisional crochet cast on 

 
Decreases 
K2tog, SSK, S2KP, KSPSSO, K2tog, SSP 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Decreasing used to create attractive 

shoulder shaping  

This sample shows six different 
ways to decrease and six different 

ways to cast on 



Saturday PM - Increasing & Casting Off  

Your pattern tells you to cast off (aka Bind Off) but what kind of cast off should you 
use? In this workshop we will try five different cast offs and discuss why and where we 
would use them.  
When your pattern asks you to increase which do you want to use? We will work with 
six different increases looking at how they lay in your work and why and where we 
would use each increase.  

Cast offs 
knitwise, purlwise, Russian bind off, picot decrease,  
provisional cast off 

Increasing 
YO, RLI, LLI, M1R, M1L, kf&b  

        

 

This sample shows six different ways to  

increase and six different ways to cast off 

 

Increasing used in a top down cardigan to create  

attractive shoulder shaping. 

 
 

Increasing and decreasing can be 
used together to create a wide range 
of different patterns. 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Sunday AM - Gauge, Mattress Stitch & Short Rows 
Time: 8:30 - 11:30 am 

Gauge matters. It is the most important number in your knitting. The correct gauge 
will make sure your finished project is the size you expect. But what if you don't have 
the correct gauge? We will discuss your options, do you need different needles, 
different yarn or can you adapt your pattern to work with the gauge you have?  

Now you have made your project you have to sew it together. Mattress stitch is 
magical, it will join your pieces of knitting together with an invisible seam.  
Short Rows will allow you to shape your knitting from hats to socks.  

Mattress stitch 
knit to knit stitch 
knit to purl stitch 
garter stitch to garter stitch 
stitches to rows 
Sewing stitches to rows invisibly (e.g. sewing a sleeve into the body of a sweater) 

 

�
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Short rowing can be used to 
create wedges, triangles and 
curves. It is often used to shape 

top down necklines.



4. Dye Workshop: Hand Painting Yarn the Fun Way - Susan Chamberlain 

Have you wanted to try dyeing yarn 
but don’t know where to start or don’t 
have the space to make a mess? In this 
three hour workshop you will hand 
paint two skeins of super wash merino 
yarn, one sport weight yarn and one 
sock weight yarn. Using two different 
techniques you will learn how to apply 
acid dyes safely and to create a yarn 
that is uniquely yours. 

At the beginning of class there will be 
a brief introduction into the world of 
dyeing, a discussion of handling dyes 
safely and a presentation of examples 
of hand dyed yarns and knitted 
samples. Then it is time to dive into 
the colour! 

First technique: we will apply dyes to a cake of sport weight yarn with the goal of 
creating a gradient skein. Using liquid, ready to use acid dyes, we paint our yarn cake 
using condiment squeeze bottles, working from the centre to the outside. If we are 
careful, we will achieve a gradient effect. This method gives us some control but be 
ready for some fun surprises when we re-skein the yarn. While our first skein of yarn 
is being steamed in the microwave, setting the colour, we will start dyeing our second 
skein. 

Second technique: we will hand paint a skein of sock weight yarn to create a 
variegated yarn, either by dyeing across the skein or around the skein. What does 
dyeing across or around the skein mean? After opening our skein into an oval, dyes are 
applied in patches, long or short, dyer’s choice. This method gives us more control 
that the first technique. 

Once our second skein is ready to steam, we can discuss more techniques and look at 
samples of knitted hand dyed yarn. This workshop is suitable to beginners and is not 
an in depth class on colour theory. It is a great opportunity to try hand dyeing without 
purchasing expensive dyes and yarn. 

Handouts will include: 
• Resources for dyes and yarns 
• Yarn tags that state fibre contents and yardages 
• How to mix your own dyes at home 
• Safety reminders 
• Colour inspiration and guides 

All techniques will be demonstrated first to guide participants in achieving their 
goals. No experience is necessary. All materials will be provided, including a wide 
palette of acid dyes and super wash merino wool yarn that are ready to work with.  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5. Knit a Sweater that Fits - Karla Lockwood 

In this workshop students will look at the concept of ease, gauge, and sweater fit.  

First we'll discuss ease, where and when to apply it, how to check if the ease 
calculations are included in the designers schematic and sizing and different sweater 
styles and yarn weights that do or don't require added ease.  

Second and mainly, the workshop will discuss and practice gauge calculations. 
Students can come with a sweater in mind and be led through sweater math based on 
their swatch and/or consider some case studies in sweater math. Swatches and 
pattern examples will be available if students come without a sweater project and 
swatch.  

You will learn: 
• Knowledge around gauge, ease and fit of sweaters 
• Course will include blank gauge math worksheets and examples to reference. 
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Optional Friday, May 24 Workshops, fee $55.00 

1.Short Rowing and Picking Up Stitches along Edges - Anne Hearnden 

Time: 9 am - 12 pm 

Maximum 12 participants 

Short rows are rows that are knit all the way across your row or round. They allow 
you to create triangles, wedges and curves in your knitting. Short rows are an easy 
way to add extra rows in just one section. 
We will practise three different styles of short rows and how they work on both the 
knit and purl side of your work. Short rows can be used in sock heels, shaping hats, 
sheep, sweaters or creating smooth shoulder shaping and so much more.  

What does 'pick up and knit' really mean? We will pick up stitches so they look smooth 
and even whether your stitches are on a sock heel, around a sweater neck or down 
the front of a cardigan.  

Short rows can be 
used to create ear 
flaps and shape 
sheep 
 

 

Stitches picked up and knit and short rowing 

used to create collar. 
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2.Fixing Mistakes - Anne Hearnden 

1:30 - 4:30 pm  

Maximum 8 participants 

Have you forgotten a YO or put one in by mistake? Crossed a cable the wrong way? 
Worked a K2tog instead of a SSK and not realized until several rows later? Instead of 
ripping or unknitting all the rows learn how to fix your mistakes by dropping down and 
re-knitting just the stitches that are wrong.  
Change knit stitches to purl stitches or purl stitches to knit stitches add a yarn over or 
take out a decrease.  

!  
Need to change a knit stitch to a purl stitch? Drop the stitch far as you need to go.    

And change to a purl. 
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3. Portuguese Knitting - Rebecca Henry 

9 am - 12 pm  

Max 15 participants  

Portuguese knitting is an alternative style of knitting.  It is known for its speed and 
also as a terrific alternative for knitters who suffer from wrist strain or injury. In this 
class we will learn how to work the basic knit and purl stitches in Portuguese style. 
We'll practice tensioning the yarn both behind the neck and through a knitting pin.  

Knitters will also have the opportunity to try lace stitches, cables and colour work in 
Portuguese style.  Rebecca's class is a technique focused class so be prepared for fun 
and swatching! 
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Meet our Instructors: 

Kathy Chapman lives and knits in the West 
Kootenay. She has been a knitter off and on, mostly 
on, for 50+ years and has picked up a thing or two. 
Passing on any tricks and tips is always a pleasure. 
Kathy facilitates a weekly knitting group in Nelson 
and can be found on Ravelry as tuesdayknitter. 

 

Myriam Dostert 

At the age of nine, Myriam learned knitting from 
her grandmother in Luxembourg. She loves to teach 
people of all ages the wonders of knitting or ways 
to improve their skills, working her “knitting fairy” 
magic for her husband and friends. Myriam is 
currently having fun volunteering with a lunch hour 
program teaching grade 3 students to knit in 
Vernon elementary schools. She especially loves 
the moment when all of a sudden the knit stitch 
becomes automatic and new knitter is born! You 
can find Myriam on Ravelry as Myknits.   
 
 

Anne Hearnden learnt to knit in 1990 and in 1991 
purchased Kelowna Yarn & Needlecrafts and after 25 
years has semi-retired and passed the store to a new 
owner. Over the years Anne has helped countless 
number of knitters with a myriad of different problems 
and helped them improve their techniques to produce 
well finished hand made projects. Anne can be found 
on Ravelry under the name annehknits, and at http://
www.annehearnden.com 
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Rebecca Henry started knitting at a very young 
age when her Nana first put knitting needles in 
her hands while visiting from England. She 
learned the basics but didn't start in earnest until 
her move to the Okanagan while attending 
university. Rebecca unpacked a box of her Nana's 
needles and yarn and thought to herself "I 
wonder". She now enjoys designing and publishing 
her own patterns (find her on Ravelry as 
Beckabee) and also teaching at Kelowna Yarn and 
Needlecrafts. When she's not knitting, Rebecca is 
also an avid photographer and can often be found 
with camera in hand. Purses have grown to 
accommodate both knitting and camera.  

 

Susan Chamberlain has been playing with fabric and 
fibre for years and is the Chief Enabling Officer of 
Riverstone Yarns. She believes  that everyone has a 
seed of creativity inside them and feels that it is her 
job to encourage people to grow through the mutual 
love of wool. See Susan on Ravelry as RiverstoneYarns, 
and at www.riverstoneyarns.com for more 
information. 

 

Karla Lockwood is a middle school science and math teacher 
who has been knitting relentlessly since 2009. She has been 
teaching classes at LYSs for seven years and loves the math 
associated with knitting construction. She co-hosts an audio 
knitting podcast and is one of the organizers of Yarn 
Okanagan. 
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Retreat Particulars:  

Program Fees:  

1.Optional Friday workshops $55.00 per session 

2.Weekend Retreat $165.00, Saturday AM, Saturday PM and Sunday AM 

(three 3-hour sessions) 

Supplies: A materials list, homework instructions (if any) and further information 

about Sorrento Centre will be sent in April.  

REGISTRATION OPENS MONDAY, JANUARY 28, 2019 AT 9 AM  

online or by phone.  

1. REGISTER DIRECTLY WITH SORRENTO CENTRE https://www.sorrentocentre.ca/

conference-centre/okanagan-knitters. 

2. You will be able to pay by VISA or Mastercard. You will also receive immediate 

confirmation of your registration. 

3. You may also register by toll free phone at 1-866-694-2409 on this day and pay 

by credit card, transfer, cheque or money order. Registering by Canada Post or in 

person is also an option. For more information on Sorrento Centre visit their site at  

https://www.sorrentocentre.ca. 

4. ACCOMMODATION: The descriptions for the various options, from apartments and 

suites with kitchens and kitchenettes to camping are on the Centre’s website at 

https://www.sorrentocentre.ca/accommodation.  Some accommodations (single 

rooms in particular) are limited. 

5. Sorrento Cancellation Policy: Refunds will be available to guests who cancel prior 

to April 25, 2019, less a $50.00 cancellation fee. 
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Alternative accommodation: Staying off site is also an option, however you do miss 

out on the late evening and early morning knitting and socializing in one of the 

lounges. See the options at https://www.sorrento-shuswap.ca. 

MEALS and Meal Packages: Meals will be available as packages and as individual 

meals, from Thursday dinner to Sunday Lunch. Corrected 2019 Prices. 

• Thursday Dinner to Friday Lunch $43 + GST = 45.15  

• Friday Dinner to Sunday Lunch $86 + GST = $90.30 

If you want to order only certain meals, this can be done by phoning the Centre. All 

variations are possible—it’s just not possible to list them all on the online registration 

form. As well, the option to add food sensitivities and allergies will appear online at 

the time of meal selection. 

NOTE: If you have any questions when registering on line, please phone Sorrento 

Centre for assistance. Toll free 1-866-694-2409 or email reception@sorrento-centre.bc.ca  

Non-knitting guests: If you wish to bring a non-knitter, the cost is $50 per guest, and 

he/she must share your accommodation. Registration for non-knitters is not an option 

online; however you may book your guest by phone to Sorrento 1-866-694-2409 after 

you (the knitter) has registered. Non-knitters are welcome to attend the Saturday 

night Show ‘n’ Tell.  

If you have any questions regarding the retreat itself that are not answered in this 

brochure, please contact us directly at myriamdostert@gmail.com or 

pettigj@gmail.com  

We hope to see you in May at the 21st Okanagan Knitting Retreat, and look forward to 

welcoming you to the beautiful Sorrento Centre for lots of knitting, relaxation and 

exploration. 

Myriam and Joanne 
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